
Home Fleet - 1936 to 1941 

Despite the confusion which has prevailed over the past 20 to 30 years, the Royal Navy was fairly 
robust in painting directives in times of peace and until around 1941. There are some outlying 
schemes which flew in the face of standing orders, but these are the exceptions and are fairly easily 
spotted. 

The shades of grey to be used by the Home Fleet and on foreign stations went through some 
evolution during the late 1920s and early 1930s, but by 1936 these were finalised. 

Admiralty Fleet Order 2680 "Painting of H.M. Ships in Time of Peace – Standardization of Colours – 
REPORTS" issued on 5th November 1936 was the document which promulgated these paints and 
their prescribed uses: 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0730/0927/files/AFO2680-36.pdf?4195512853471384647 

 

 In January of 1939, Admiralty Fleet Order 211 reintroduced Admiralty Pattern 507A with the 
following: 

"Dark grey paint, Home Fleet shade, for other than weather work, is being added to the Authorised 
List as Pattern 507a. The formula is the same as for Pattern 507B except that the enamel is omitted.  

2. The description of Pattern 507B has been amplified to read:- “Paint mixed dark grey, Home Fleet 
shade, for weather work”." 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0730/0927/files/AFO_211-39.pdf?4195512853471384647 

 

In December 1939, a memo extract from CB.3016 shared the following insight into the thencurrent 
painting practises of the Royal Navy: 

"Sir, With reference to your letter No.N.C.388/6801 of 8th November, 1939, I am commanded by My 
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to inform you that H.M. Ships on foreign stations are painted 
as follows (vide C.B.3016 (37), paragraph 261, and C.B.3016 (34), paragraph 179):- 

Cruisers and larger vessels - light grey all over. 

Destroyers - dark grey hulls and light grey upper works. 

Submarines - royal blue on Mediterranean Station, and dark olive colour on China Station. 

2. All ships of the Home Fleet, including submarines, are painted Home Fleet grey, and a matt surface 
paint is employed both at home and on foreign stations. 

3. Armed Merchant Cruisers are painted in their normal peacetime colours." 

 

Point 2 above indicates that Admiralty Pattern 507A Dark grey, Home Fleet shade is in use. 
Containing 10 pints of enamel per hundredweight, Admiralty Pattern 507B Dark grey, Home Fleet 
shade had a glossy finish.  

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0730/0927/files/CB3106_Extract_Memo_dec39.pdf?41955128534
71384647 
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In August of 1940 the above orders are reiterated in Home Fleet Temporary Memorandum 288.  

"PAINTING OF SHIPS. Camouflage painting of ships in patches of green and brown is not considered 
to be of any value for seagoing ships and is to be discontinued. There is some evidence that in certain 
conditions of light and background, a form of camouflage or dazzle painting, using light and dark 
grey, may confuse identification and determination of course by observers, particularly by those in 
aircraft. 

2. Capital ships and aircraft carriers of the Home Fleet when in Home Waters are to be painted Home 
Fleet Grey. Cruisers, at the discretion of the Flag Officers Commanding Squadrons, may be dazzle 
painted as in paragraph 1 or painted Home Fleet Grey. 

3. The decks of all ships, cruisers and above, are to be of a dark colour. For wooden decks and 
approximate mixture of Japan Black 6 parts Turpentine 1 part Liquid Dryers 6 parts Applied to a dry 
deck gives good results. 

4. The tops of gun turrets and other horizontal surfaces are to be painted to tone with the decks, 
using the non-slip deck paint referred to in C.A.F.O. 1446/40. When dazzle painting is adopted these 
flat surfaces should be included in the colour scheme." 

 

 

In summary, unless there is a primary source reference to state otherwise, the practise from 1936 to 
circa 1941 was to paint ships in the Home Fleet in Home Fleet Grey, or more fully "Dark grey, Home 
Fleet shade" to Pattern 507B pre-war and Pattern 507A which was exactly the same colour, just matt 
instead of glossy finish, from some time in 1939 onwards. Note that horizontal surfaces are 
specifically mentioned in HFTM.288 and that whilst the use of darkening turret tops to match the 
Japan-blacked wooden deck tones using non-slip deck paint is ordered, this deck paint is not 
Admiralty Pattern 507A. Therefore, any reference claiming an early war ship to be wearing 507B 
Medium Grey verticals with 507A Dark Grey horizontals is incorrect. 507A and 507B are exactly the 
same colour and the horizontal surfaces are painted in a different paint entirely. 


